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Topic Overview:

The bell rings and students settle into their seats. Reeds are fitted and
mouthpieces have been inserted. The conductor stands on the
podium and says, “Long tones”.
•

It is the expectation of every director that they properly warm-up their ensemble,
teach them to play with the highest quality tone production and intonation. If a
director didn’t do this for his/her students, we would think them a questionable
teacher. Providing students with the fundamental techniques needed to produce the
best possible sounds out of their instruments is the foundation of our activity.

•

But what about the percussionists? What are they doing to warm-up? How do they
create “tone” out of their instruments? What is their “embouchure”? What is the “air
support” equivalent for drummers?

This clinic hopes to provide some answers to these questions. Percussionists need the
same daily fundamental routines as their woodwind, brass and string counterparts. Too
often we find percussionists not involved in the warm-up portion of the ensemble
classroom. There are many causes for this oversight; often percussionists are “setting up”
gear while the warm-up takes place, or band directors have not clearly defined what the
expectations are for the percussionists, or perhaps directors are not sure of what exactly
the percussionists should (or could) be doing while the band goes through their daily drills.
•

What are some common fundamental techniques that young percussionist struggle
with most often?
o Rolls on ALL instruments and at ALL tempos.
o The understanding of which muscle group to use in different playing
situations.
o A clear understanding of ALL the “Stroke Types”


Full Strokes (also known as Piston Strokes)



Down Strokes



Up Strokes



Lifted Strokes



Dead Strokes (also known as Buzz Strokes)

Stroke Types:
•

Full Stroke – A stroke that begins in the “up position” travels down to the
instrument and then returns back to the original “up position”
o The most common stroke type on all percussion instruments

•

Down Stroke – A stroke that begins in the “up position” travels down to the
instrument and only rebounds back up about one (1) inch (i.e. it ends “down”)
o Used on snare drum only

•

Up Stroke – A stroke that begins in the “down position” strikes the instrument and
then rises to the “up position” (i.e. ends “up”)

•

Lifted Stroke – A stroke that is “lifted” beyond its original starting position and then
“re-sets” back into place.
o Most common on timpani

•

Dead Stroke (Buzz) – A stroke that is dropped onto the drumhead and is allowed to
bounce until it comes to rest.
o This is also a snare drum only stroke

Standard Beginning Percussion Exercise Program – Stroke Types (see attached music)
•

Eight on a hand (full strokes – wrist w/open fingers)

•

Bucks (down and up stokes – wrist w/closed fingers)

•

Double Beat (full strokes – wrist w/open fingers add arm at faster tempos)

•

Hup – Dup “Pepsi – Coca Cola” (full strokes – wrist w/open fingers)

•

Ones and Twos (full strokes – wrist w/added arm at faster tempos)

•

Buzz Breakdown (dead strokes – arm w/open fingers and very little wrist)

Standard Beginning Percussion Exercise Program – Mallet Strokes
•

Full Strokes (Long Tones)

•

Double Stops (Long Tones)

•

5 Note Mini – Scale (Lip Slurs)

•

Chromatic Scale (Lip Slurs)

•

Diatonic Scale

Standard Beginning Percussion Exercise Program – Timpani
•

Full Strokes (Long Tones)

•

Lifted Strokes (Long Tones)

When winds are playing “tone” exercises percussionists must be involved.
Use “Foundations for Superior Performance in Band” as a method.
Create a rotation schedule that has students move from timpani to mallets to pads on a
daily or weekly basis.
Use soft mallets on keyboard instruments so that the percussionist must play with a BIG
wrist turn in order to produce enough sound. This will also keep the “klunk” out of the
ensemble sound.
Use soft drum pads for the students playing the stroke type exercises.
Use a metronome!!!

Buzz Rolls and Hand Speed (see attached roll speed music)
This is one of the more poorly understood concepts by non-percussionists. Rolls on
snare drum only sound good when the hands move at the appropriate speed. The
window of tempo for this hand speed is actually fairly narrow. So, in order for
percussionists to create a pleasant sounding, high quality sustained buzz roll, they
must understand how to get their hands to move at the appropriate speed despite
the tempo demands of any particular piece of music.
Rolls on keyboard percussion instruments and timpani
Mallet percussion instruments and timpani are played with single stroke rolls. The
speed of the hands and the rate of strokes must create a sustained sound. The rolls
cannot be “rhythmic” and must be appropriate for the size of the instrument being
struck. The larger the instrument or note, the slower the roll speed needs to be. The
smaller the instrument or note, the faster the roll speed needs to be.
o Lower Pitch = slower roll speed
o High Pitch = faster roll speed
Rolls on auxiliary percussion instruments
Suspended Cymbal – strike the edges; soft mallets; slow hand speed
Tambourine – shake roll; thumb rolls
Triangle – “clear” rolls; “overtone” rolls
Concert Bass Drum – edges; slow hand speed; correct mallets
Other thoughts on tone production
•

You get what you pay for. Cheap instruments and mallets create cheap sounds.

•

Mallet selection is the best way to get the widest variety of sounds out of the
instruments you own.

•

Give percussionists a listening reference for virtually every moment in their music.

•

Large muscle groups do the heavy lifting and small muscle groups do the
quick/delicate passages.

•

Technique is a variant of tempo. (i.e. double tongue, when do you do it?)

•

Create exercises that address technique issues in the REAL music.

Beginning Fundamental Exercises
Eight on a Hand
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